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Ottoman tobacco pipes discovered in Palanca Mare, 
4 Oituz Street, Timișoara

Silviu Iliuță, Mihai Dunca 

Abstract: The article discusses a batch of 28 Ottoman-era fired clay tobacco pipes discovered in Timișoara, 
on Oituz Street, No. 4, in the courtyard of the Faculty of Arts and Design. This area was once part of Palanca 
Mare, a suburb of Ottoman Timișoara. The detailed descriptions and typological classifications can be found 
in the catalogue. These pipes are grouped into larger categories based on macroscopic features, resulting in: 
engobed red tobacco pipes, non-engobed red tobacco pipes with tulip-shaped bowls, reduction-fired clay tobacco 
pipes, white clay tobacco pipes with kaolin in the fabric, glazed pipes with kaolin in the fabric, and Hungarian 
tobacco pipes. The find contexts include a hut, a storage pit, the cultural layer, and especially waste pits. Based on 
their features, almost all items are common occurrences consistent with the population that used them.

Keywords: Palanca Mare; 16th to 18th centuries; red clay undecorated tobacco pipes; tobacco pipes with 
kaolin in fabric; Hungarian tobacco pipe. 

Smoking was a daily activity during the 16th to 18th centuries, as evidenced by the discovery of 
fired clay smoking pipes in related archaeological excavations. In this study, we intend to discuss a 
batch of 28 Ottoman-era tobacco pipes discovered in the rescue excavation conducted in Timișoara on 
Oituz Street, No. 4 (Pl. 1). This location places it within the Palanca Mare site (Pl. 2) and also in the 
“Cetate district,” which also designates the modern bastionary fortification built in the 18th century. 
Since most of the archaeological finds date to the Ottoman period (mid-16th century to the early 18th 
century), we shall refer to the first mentioned site.

Palanca Mare was a suburb of the Timișoara citadel during the Ottoman administration. It 
developed from an original nucleus located in the area of the current intersection of Avenue C.D. Loga, 
Beethoven, and Narciselor streets, and extended along a north-south axis. It began approximately 50 
meters from the Theresia bastion, reached the building of the University of Medicine, and descended 
southwards, crossing the Bega River and extending into Parcul Copiilor1. According to Engineer 
Perrette’s map, Palanca Mare was situated to the north of the fortress, encompassing an area larger 
than both the fortress itself and Palanca Mică, the second Ottoman suburb of Timișoara. In the earliest 
literary references, these two suburbs are not mentioned by these names. 

Thus, Evliya Çelebi, who visited the Timișoara citadel after 1660, mentions four suburbs2, including 
those of the Azap’s Gateway, the Rooster’s Gateway, and the River Bank Gateway, totalling 1200 
houses and forming an as-yet-unfortified district3 referred to as the Rascian Town. Henrik Ottendorf 
also provides information about this Timișoara suburb, mentioning the island4 and the Rascian Town5. 
The latter was inhabited by Christians, as Christians occupied only the suburbs, not the citadel or the 
town6. Ottendorf notes that the Rascian Town is separated from the Fortress by a narrow arm of the 
Timiș River, which is barely noticeable because houses and bridges have been constructed throughout7. 

The term “palanca” is mentioned by Griselini in a description of Banat8 from 1716, where he 
noted that the town was smaller in comparison to the two surrounding suburbs. The fortification of 

1  Opriș 2007, 27.
2  Călători străini 1976, vol. VI, 499.
3  Opriș 2007, 34.
4  Palanca mică.
5  Palanca mare.
6  Ottendorf 2006, 14-16.
7  Ottendorf 2006, 14-16.
8  Griselini 1984, 127, 130. R
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the Rascian Town and the Island, thus leading to the name “palanca” took place in 1695-1696 when 
the external defense system created by Haci Mustafa9 was completed. Both Palanca Mare and Palanca 
Mica were demolished during the first half of the 18th century, coinciding with the construction of 
the bastionary citadel10.

In the past decade, the Palanca Mare site has undergone multiple excavations, primarily conducted 
for preventive archaeology. We will highlight the most significant ones here. In terms of area coverage, 
the most extensive excavation occurred in 2011 at Piața 700, a parking lot, which revealed Ottoman-
era houses, storage pits, wells, and graves11. In 2016, at 4 Gh. Lazăr Street, during the construction 
of a new headquarters for the Western Regional Development Agency, Ottoman-era artifacts were 
identified in the habitational layer, as well as a part of the modern-era bastionary fortification12. 

The most recent research conducted in the area was carried out in the vicinity of the future 
Nikolaus Lenau High School campus. During this study, hut-type houses, storage and waste pits, wells, 
all dating from the Ottoman period, were discovered, along with scarp and counterscarp IX of the 
Austrian fortress13.

The closest research to our excavation was also conducted at 4 Oituz Street, at the site of the future 
ICAM headquarters. During this research, several 2nd to 4th-century pits, Ottoman-era features, and 
the top of the Carol bastion of the Habsburg14 fortress were identified.

Despite the close proximity, the situation in our excavation site was markedly different. We 
conducted the excavation in the courtyard of the Faculty of Arts and Design, covering an area of 
approximately 50 x 30 meters. It was surprising to find a high density of deposits, with a total of 
110 features identified. These included a 2nd to 4th-century well, three features dating back to the 
Hungarian period, 95 Ottoman-era features, the remaining ones primarily belonging to the 20th 
century (associated with an old military tank base).

In order to typologically classify the clay tobacco pipes we utilized the already established 
typologies for Timișoara15. The authors utilized a similar typology with variations and adjustments to 
accommodate the specific characteristics of the analysed items. Instead of creating a new typology, our 
catalogue aligns with the typologies established in three previous studies. The items were categorized 
based on their macroscopic features into the following groups: engobed red clay tobacco pipes (Pl. 3; 
cat. no. 1-7), non-engobed red clay tulip-shaped bowl tobacco pipes (Pl. 4/1-3; cat. no. 8-10), black16 
clay tobacco pipes (Pl. 4/4-5; cat. no. 11-12), white clay tobacco pipes with kaolin in fabric (Pl. 4/6-7, 
Pl. 5/1-6; cat. no. 13-20), Glazed tobacco pipes with green or yellowish-brown colours and kaolin in 
the fabric (Pl. 5/7, Pl. 6/1-6; cat. no. 21-27) and last but not least Hungarian tobacco pipes (Pl. 6/7; 
cat. no. 28). 

Catalogue of the discovered items 
1. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; incomplete oxidised firing with 1.50 mm heat transfer; subtle 

use marks on the interior. Orange-red external surface; grey interior; good condition. The bowl is damaged, 
covered with partially flaking red engobe; plain, engobe covered shank; shank end decorated with incisions. 
Sizes: 5.20 cm long; 0.35 cm thick; 2.00 cm ø bowl; 1.20 cm ø shank; 1.80 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, 
passim; type Gașpar I.2; Kopeczny, Dincă I.2; Craiovan I.2. (Pl. 3/1).
Parallels: in Romania at Timișoara17; in Hungary at Szekszárd - (Jeni Palánk)18 and Szeged19; in Macedonia 
at Stari Bar20.

9  Opriș 2007, 31.
10  Opriș 2007, 35.
11  Szentmiklosi, Bălărie 2012, 205-226.
12  Gindele, Gașpar 2017, 214-216.
13  Stavilă et al. 2021, 530.
14  Gindele et al. 2016, 210-211.
15  Kopeczny, Dincă 2012; Gașpar 2016; Craiovan 2017.
16  Reduction-fired.
17  Kopeczny, Dincă 2012, 180, cat. 19-23; Gașpar 2016, 272, fig. 8/1; Craiovan 2017, 165, cat. 6, 16.
18  Gaál 2010, 40, fig. 3/39-40.
19  Kondorosy 2008, 360, tab. IV/Sz86; Kondorosy 2021a, 198, tab 4, Sz358, 416.
20  Gelichi, Sabbionesi 2014, 51, fig. 5/1.
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2. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; with extensive use marks on the interior. 
Orange-red external surface; blackish interior; poor condition. The bowl is damaged, facetted and covered 
with red engobe; the shank is plain, facetted and covered with engobe; the shank end is damaged, decorated 
with 0.65 cm wide grooves. Sizes: 4.65 cm long; 0.35 cm thick; 2.30 cm ø bowl; 1.20 cm ø shank. Findspot: 
S1/2022, passim; type Gașpar I.1; Kopeczny, Dincă I.1; Craiovan I.1. (Pl. 3/2).
Parallels: in Romania at: Timișoara21, Deva22; Hârșova23; in Hungary at: Buda24, Simontornya25; Ónod26, 
Szeged27, Eger28, Szekszárd - (Jeni Palánk)29; in Serbia at Belgrade30, Petrovaradin31; in Macedonia at Stari 
Bar32.

3. Undecorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; with use marks on the interior. 
Orange external side; orange internal side; good condition. Plain bowl; the shank is damaged; missing shank 
end. Sizes: 3.75 cm long; 0.30 cm thick; 2.15 cm ø bowl; 1.20 cm ø shank. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 87; type 
Gașpar I.3; Kopeczny, Dincă I.5; Craiovan I. (Pl. 3/3).
Parallels: Broadly the same as for items number 1 and 2, being inconclusive for the lack of the shank end.

4. Undecorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; incomplete oxidised firing with approximately 1 mm heat 
transfer; with very extensive use marks on the interior. Orange-red external side; black interior; good 
condition. The bowl is damaged, covered with partially flaking red engobe; the shank is damaged and covered 
with red engobe; missing shank end. Sizes: 5.10 cm long; 0.45 cm thick; 2.35 cm ø bowl; 1.30 cm ø shank. 
Findspot: S1/2022, CX 88; type Gașpar I.3; Kopeczny, Dincă I.5; Craiovan I. (Pl. 3/4).
Parallels: Broadly the same as for items number 1 and 2, being inconclusive due to the lack of the shank end.

5. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; no visible use marks inside. Orange-
red external side; orange interior; good condition. The bowl is damaged, covered with partially flaking red 
engobe; the shank is facetted and covered with engobe; the shank end is decorated with encircling incisions 
and covered with engobe. Sizes: 5.70 cm long; 0.30 cm thick; 2.15 cm ø bowl; 1.20 cm ø shank; 1.75 cm ø 
shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 15; type Gașpar I.2; Kopeczny, Dincă I.2; Craiovan I.2. (Pl. 3/5).
Parallels: The same as for item number 1.

6. Undecorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; with extensive use marks on the 
interior. Orange-red external surface; blackish internal side; poor condition. The bowl is damaged, plain, 
without decorative elements; the shank is plain, facetted and covered with almost completely flaking red 
engobe; the shank end is missing. Sizes: 5.50 cm long; 0.40 cm thick; 2.40 cm ø bowl; 1.40 cm ø shank. 
Findspot: S1/2022, CX 71; type Gașpar I.3; Kopeczny, Dincă I.5; Craiovan I. (Pl. 3/6).
Parallels: Broadly the same as for items number 1 and 2, being inconclusive for the lack of the shank end.

7. Undecorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; with use marks on the interior. Red 
external side; orange-brown internal side; poor condition. The bowl is missing; the shank is plain and covered 
with partially flaking engobe, the shank end is plain, disc-shaped, covered with engobe. Sizes: 4.30 cm long; 
0.55 cm thick; 1.70 cm ø shank; 2.40 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 83; type Gașpar II; Kopeczny, 
Dincă I.3; Craiovan I. (Pl. 3/7).
Parallels: in Romania at Timișoara33; in Hungary at Nagykanizsa34 and Eger35.

8. Undecorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; with extensive use marks on the 
interior, blackened external surface of the bowl. Orange-black external side; blackish interior; poor condition. 
The bowl is damaged, undecorated; the shank is damaged and the shank end is missing. Sizes: 4.50 cm long; 
0.40 cm thick; 2.20 cm ø bowl; 1.60 cm ø shank. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 31; type Gașpar II.5.a; Kopeczny, 
Dincă V; Craiovan V. (Pl. 4/1).

21  Kopeczny, Dincă 2012, 178-180, cat. 1-18; ; Flutur et al. 2014, 249, Pl. XI/5; Gașpar 2016, 271, fig. 7/2-6; Craiovan 2017, 
164-165, cat. 1-8, 11, 14; Gașpar 2018, 144, fig. 8/7a-b.
22  Codrea 2022, 261, Pl. 7/D122, 123, 125, 128, 120, 131.
23  Bilavschi 2017, 240, Pl. IV/7.
24  Kondorosy 2007, 277, kep 5, B119, 121; Kondorosy 2010, 18, fig. 7/4.
25  Tomka 2010, 6, fig. 4/1; Gaál 2010, 40, fig. 3/34.
26  Tomka 2010, 6, fig. 4/2.
27  Kondorosy 2008, 360, tab. IV/Sz53, 64, 61, 63, 68, 73; Kondorosy 2010, 18, fig. 7/2-3, 5; Kondorosy 2021a, 198, tab 4, 
Sz343, 345, 349, 353, 364, 365, 369, 372, 375, 376, 377.
28  Varga 2010, 27, fig. 4/1-2.
29  Gaál 2010, 40, fig. 3/35-36.
30  Popović, Bikić 2004, 141, fig. 91/114; Bikić 2012, 3, fig. 2/2; 5, fig. 4/21.
31  Gačić 2010, 123, fig. 3/1-2.
32  Gelichi, Sabbionesi 2014, 49, fig. 4.
33  Kopeczny, Dincă 2012,181, cat. 26; Craiovan 2017, 167, cat. 32.
34  Kovács 2004,129, kép. 13/6.
35  Varga 2010, 27, fig. 4/3.
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Parallels: in Romania at Timișoara36and Oradea37; in Hungary at: Buda38, Eger39, Szekszárd - (Jeni Palánk)40; 
Törökkpány41; Szeged42.

9. Undecorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; with extensive use traces visible on 
the interior, the outer surface of the bowl blackened. Brownish-black external side; blackish interior; good 
condition. The bowl is damaged; the shank is plain, undecorated and so is the shank end, plain, undecorated. 
Sizes: 5.40 cm long; 0.30 cm thick; 2.40 cm ø bowl; 1.60 cm ø shank; 2.20 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, 
passim, 2022; type Gosspar II.5.a; Kopeczny, Dincă V; Craiovan V. (Pl. 4/2).
Parallels: The same as for item number 8.

10. Undecorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; slight use marks visible inside. 
Orange external side; orange-black internal side; good condition. The bowl is damaged, undecorated; the 
shank is plain and the shank end is plain. Sizes: 5.30 cm long; 0.25 cm thick; 1.95 cm ø bowl; 1.50 cm ø 
shank; 2.00 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 19; type Gașpar II.5.a; Kopeczny, Dincă V; Craiovan V. 
(Pl. 4/3).
Parallels: Same as for items number 8 and 9.

11. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; incomplete reduction firing; no visible traces of use inside. 
Brownish-black external side; grey interior; poor condition. The bowl is damaged, modelled in the shape 
of a rosette, decorated with grooves and stamped with a floral motif in the lower part; the shank has a 
faceted appearance and is damaged and decorated with various geometric patterns (circles, dots) and a deep 
groove marking the transition to the shank end; the shank end is decorated with grooves which gives it the 
appearance of a rosette; modelled in turban shape. Sizes: 5.90 cm long; 0.30 cm thick; 1.50 cm ø shank; 2.00 
cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 59; type Gașpar II; Kopeczny, Dincă III; Craiovan III. (Pl. 4/4).
Parallels: in Romania at Timișoara43and Babadag44; in Hungary at Szekszárd - (Jeni Palánk)45.

12. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete reduction firing; no visible traces of use inside. Black 
external surface; black interior; poor condition. The bowl is damaged, decorated in the lower part with 
grooves in the form of a rosette as well as with two lines made with the toothed wheel which marks the 
shank; the shank, damaged, is also decorated with toothed wheel; missing shank end. Sizes: 4.15 cm long; 
0.40 cm thick; 2.95 cm ø bowl; 1.70 cm ø shank. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 25; type Gașpar II.1; Kopeczny, 
Dincă III.1; Craiovan III.1. (Pl. 4/5)
Parallels: in Hungary at Barcs46.

13. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; no visible traces of use inside. White 
external side; white interior; good condition. The bowl is damaged, decorated with the toothed wheel; 
stamped on the decorative “keel” with an abstract pattern in the shape of letter Y; the shank is decorated 
with the toothed wheel in the form of three successive lines, one of which marks the transition from the 
shank to the shank end; the shank end is decorated with coarse grooves which gives it a stellar appearance. 
Sizes: 5.80 cm long; 0.30 cm thick; 2.40 cm ø bowl; 1.50 cm ø shank; 2.30 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, 
CX 15; type Gașpar II.1; Kopeczny, Dincă III.1; Craiovan III.1. (Pl. 4/6).
Parallels: in Hungary at Buda47 and Eger48.

14. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; no visible traces of use inside. 
Yellowish-grey external side; grey interior; poor condition. The bowl is largely missing, being decorated in 
the lower part with seven stamped motifs in the form of a floral motif; the shank is decorated with two 
crudely made grooves with the aid of the toothed wheel; the shank end is decorated with a groove made by 
the toothed wheel. Sizes: 5.10 cm long; 0.60 cm thick; 1.70 cm ø shank; 2.10 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/ 
CX11, 2022; Gașpar type II.1; Kopeczny, Dincă III.1; Craiovan III.1. (Pl. 4/7).
Parallels: in Romania at Timișoara49 and in Serbia at Belgrade50.

36  Kopeczny, Dincă 2012, 187-188, cat. 73-76; Gașpar 2016, 275, fig. 11/25; Craiovan 2017, 167, cat. 30.
37  Marta 2013, 291, Pl. XVIII/1.
38  Kondorosy 2007, 276, kép. 4, B96-99; Tomka 2010, 6, fig. 4/5; Kondorosy 2021b, 165, Tab. II/B246.
39  Varga 2010, 27, fig. 4/6-7.
40  Gaál 2010, 40, fig. 3/28-30.
41  Kovács 1991, 358, Pl. VII/7.
42  Kondorosy 2021a, 196, tab 2, Sz287, Sz302.
43  Craiovan 2017, 170, cat. 47; 51.
44  Costea et al. 2007, 355, Pl. VII/6.
45  Gaál 2010, 42, fig. 4/52; 49, fig. 6/83.
46  Kovács, Márton 2014, 244, kép. 3/7.
47  Kondorosy 2007, 277, kép. 5, B114.
48  Varga 2010, 23, fig. 2/9.
49  Rădulescu et al. 2008, 154, Pl. V/6.
50  Bikić 2012, 3, fig. 2/5.
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15. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; extensive use marks on the interior. 
Whitish outer surface; brownish-black interior; good condition. The bowl is damaged, decorated with two 
grooves made with a toothed wheel and stamped on the upper part with abstract motifs in the shape of 
letter X; the shank, bulging in the lower part, is decorated with a wheel-made groove marking the transition 
to the shank end; the shank end, in the form of a turban, is decorated with two grooves made with a toothed 
wheel - one in the area of the maximum diameter and one towards the rim of the shank end. Sizes: 6.30 cm 
long; 0.40 cm thick; 2.40 cm ø bowl; 1.65 cm ø shank; 2.30 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 31; type 
Gașpar II.1; Kopeczny, Dincă III.1; Craiovan III.1. (Pl. 5/1).
Parallels: in Romania at Timișoara51 and Deva52; in Hungary at Szekszárd - (Jeni Palánk)53, Szekszárd (str. 
Vörösmarty)54, Barcs55.

16. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; with extensive use marks visible on 
the interior, the outer surface of the bowl is blackened. Grey external side; blackish-grey interior; good 
condition. The bowl is damaged, decorated with vegetal motifs (leaves) stamped in the lower part of the 
head; the shank is plain, decorated with an excised belt; the shank end is decorated with stamped vegetal 
motifs; shaped as a turban. Sizes: 5.90 cm long; 0.30 cm thick; 2.10 cm ø bowl; 1.50 cm ø shank; 2.45 cm ø 
shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 31; type Gașpar II.1; Kopeczny, Dincă III.1; Craiovan III.1. (Pl. 5/2).
Parallels: The same as in item number 15.

17. Undecorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; with extensive use marks on the 
inside. Greyish-white external side; blackish interior; poor condition. The bowl is damaged, plain; the shank 
is plain and the shank end is plain, shaped like a turban. Sizes: 5.20 cm long; 0.40 cm thick; 2.20 cm ø bowl; 
1.25 cm ø shank; 1.95 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 42; type Gașpar II.5.b; Kopeczny, Dincă V; 
Craiovan V. (Pl. 5/3).
Parallels: in Romania at: Timișoara56, Deva57, Hârșova58, Babadag59; in Hungary at Szeged60; in Serbia at Belgrad61.

18. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; no visible traces of use inside. White 
external surface; white interior; good condition. The bowl is damaged, decorated in the lower part with 
stamped patterns in the shape of fish scales with a central rhomboid extremity; the shank is decorated with a 
fine groove executed by a toothed wheel to mark the transition to the shank end; the shank end is decorated 
with small rhomboid indentations and has the shape of a turban. Sizes: 4.55 cm long; 0.25 cm thick; 2.10 cm 
ø bowl; 1.20 cm ø shank; 1.70 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 87; type Gașpar II.1; Kopeczny, Dincă 
III.1; Craiovan III.1. (Pl. 5/4).
Parallels: in Romania at Timișoara62.

19. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; no visible traces of use inside. White 
external surface; white interior; poor condition. The bowl is missing; the shank is missing; the shank end is 
decorated with two grooves made with a toothed wheel and is shaped like a turban. Sizes: 2.10 cm long; 0.30 
cm thick; ø shank; 2.20 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 25; type Gașpar II.1; Kopeczny, Dincă III.1; 
Craiovan III.1. (Pl. 5/5).
Parallels: in Romania at Timișoara63; in Hungary at Szeged64.

20. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; with extensive traces of use inside. 
Whitish external surface; blackish-grey interior; poor condition. The bowl is decorated with simple excised 
belt, groove made by toothed wheel and two floral motifs placed symmetrically on the head sides; the shank 
is missing; the shank end is missing. Sizes: 2.00 cm long; 0.25 cm thick; 2.00 cm ø bowl; ø 1.40 in the junction 
area with the bowl. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 31; type Gașpar II.1; Kopeczny, Dincă III.1; Craiovan III.1. (Pl. 5/6).
Parallels: in Hungary at Nagykanizsa65. 

51  Kopeczny, Dincă 2012, 184, cat. 52; Gașpar 2016, 273, fig. 9/12.
52  Codrea 2022, 255, Pl. 3/D6, 18.
53  Gaál 2010, 45, fig. 5/75.
54  Gaál 2010, 49, fig. 6/81.
55  Kovács, Márton 2014, 242, kép. 1/1; 245, kép. 4/1.
56  Kopeczny, Dincă 2012, 187, cat. 71; Flutur et al. 2014, 249, Pl. XI/3; Gașpar 2016, 276, fig. 12/27 (in shape only, otherwise 
the quoted item has no kaolin in the fabric).
57  Codrea 2022, 261-262, Pl. 7-8/D138, 139, 140.
58  Bilavschi 2017, 240, Pl. IV/8.
59  Costea et al. 2007, 351, Pl. III/3-4.
60  Kondorosy 2008, 361, tab. V/Sz100, 101; Kondorosy 2021a, 199, tab 5, Sz424, 425, 426.
61  Bikić 2012, 5, fig. 4/22.
62  Kopeczny, Dincă 2012, 185, cat. 55; Flutur et al. 2014, 249, Pl. XI/3; Gașpar 2016, 272, fig. 8/11; Gașpar 2018, 144, fig. 
8/5a-c.
63  Kopeczny, Dincă 2012, 187, cat. 71.
64  Kondorosy 2021a, 197, tab 3, Sz326.
65  Kovács 2004, 131, kép. 3/15.
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21. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; no visible traces of use inside. Green 
external side; white interior; good condition. The bowl is damaged; the shank is decorated with three subtle 
grooves; the shank end is plain and turban-shaped. Interior glaze: without glaze; outer glazing: coated in 
green glaze. Sizes: 5.00 cm long; 0.50 cm thick; 1.45 cm ø shank; 2.10 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, 
CX 86; type Gașpar II.3.b; Kopeczny, Dincă IV; Craiovan IV. (Pl. 5/7).
Parallels: in Romania at Oradea66.

22. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; no visible traces of use inside. Green 
external surface; white interior; good condition. The bowl is damaged - the upper part (rim) is missing and 
the lower part is modelled as a rosette; the shank is plain; the shank end is decorated with oblique grooves. 
Inner glaze: without glaze; outer glaze: green, lead-containing. Sizes: 5.40 cm long; 0.50 cm thick; 2.30 cm ø 
bowl; 1.45 cm ø shank; 2.15 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 86; type Gașpar II.3.b; Kopeczny, Dincă 
IV; Craiovan IV. (Pl. 6/1).
Parallels: in Hungary at Nagykanizsa67, Szekszárd - (Jeni Palánk)68.

23. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; with visible use marks on the inside. 
Green external side; green/black interior; very good condition. The bowl is decorated with Y-shaped 
indentations; the shank is decorated with indentations of the same type; the shank end is decorated in a 
similar way to the shank or the bowl. Inner glaze: partly covered with green glaze; outer glaze: green. Sizes: 
4.50 cm long; 0.35 cm thick; 2.20 cm ø bowl; 1.30 cm ø shank; 2.10 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 
86; type Gașpar II.3.b; Kopeczny, Dincă IV; Craiovan IV. (Pl. 6/2).
Parallels: in Hungary at Szekszárd - (Jeni Palánk)69.

24. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; no visible traces of use inside. 
Brownish-yellow outer surface; whitish interior; good condition. The bowl is damaged, modelled in the form 
of a rosette with the aim of imitating a floral pattern; the shank is simple, decorated with an excised belt 
which marks the transition from the shank to shank’s end; the shank end is plain, in the form of a turban. 
Inner glaze: without glaze; outer glaze: yellow glaze applied directly over the pottery fabric. Sizes: 4.95 cm 
long; 0.30 cm thick; 2.10 cm ø bowl; 1.25 cm ø shank; 2.00 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 13; type 
Gașpar II.3.b; Kopeczny, Dincă IV; Craiovan IV. (Pl. 6/3).
Parallels: in Romania at Timișoara70; in Hungary at: Eger71, Szekszárd - (Jeni Palánk)72, Baja73.

25. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; with slight use marks on the interior. 
Yellowish-green external side; blackish interior; poor condition. The bowl is decorated with grooves and 
geometric motifs made coarsely, covered with glaze; the lower part is disc-shaped, modelled in the shape 
of a rosette; the shank is missing; the shank end is missing. Interior glaze: partially covered in the border 
area; external glaze: yellow and green glaze coating directly on the fabric surface. Sizes: 3.15 cm long; 0.40 
cm thick; 2.30 cm ø bowl; 1.60 cm ø shank in the junction area with bowl. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 25; type 
Gosspar II.3.b; Kopeczny, Dincă IV; Craiovan IV. (Pl. 6/4).
Parallels: in Romania at Timișoara74; in Hungary at Nagykanizsa75, Szekszárd - (Jeni Palánk)76, Buda77.

26. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; no visible traces of use inside. 
Brownish-yellow outer surface; whitish interior; poor condition. The bowl is decorated with geometric and 
floral motifs on the lower part; the shank is missing; the shank end is missing. Inner glaze: partially in the 
lip area; outer glaze: crudely coated with yellow glaze directly over the pottery fabric. Sizes: 2.00 cm long; 
0.40 cm thick; 2.40 cm ø bowl; 1.35 in the junction area with bowl ø shank. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 31; type 
Gașpar II.3.b; Kopeczny, Dincă IV; Craiovan IV. (Pl. 6/5).
Parallels: in Romania at Timișoara78; in Hungary at Buda79.

27. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; no visible use marks on the interior. 
Yellow external side; whitish interior; poor condition. The bowl is missing; the shank is plain, covered with 

66  Marta 2013, 291, Pl. XVIII/2.
67  Kovács 2004, 129, kép. 1/2.
68  Gaál 2010, 45, fig. 5/68.
69  Gaál 2010, 42, fig. 4/44, 46-47.
70  Gașpar 2016, 275, fig. 11/21.
71  Varga 2010, 25, fig. 3/1.
72  Gaál 2010, 42, fig. 4/59.
73  Kovács 2006, 289, kép. 12/3.
74  Craiovan 2017, 167, cat. 25, 27.
75  Kovács 2004, 131, kép. 3/13.
76  Gaál 2010, 45, fig. 5/63, 67.
77  Kondorosy 2007, 274, kép. 2, B21.
78  Craiovan 2017, 166, cat. 24.
79  Kondorosy 2007, 277, kép. 5, B106.
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yellowish glaze; the shank end is decorated, modelled in the shape of a rosette. Interior glazing: without 
glaze; external glazing: all surfaces are coated with yellow glaze. Sizes: 3.50 cm long; 0.70 cm thick; 1.40 cm 
ø shank. Findspot: S1/2022, CX 11; type Gașpar II.3.c; Kopeczny, Dincă IV; Craiovan IV. (Pl. 6/6).
Parallels: in Romania at Timișoara80; in Hungary at Barcs81, Szeged82.

28. Decorated clay tobacco pipe, mould-pressed; complete oxidised firing; with traces of use to the interior. 
Orange external surface; orange-black interior; good condition. The bowl is damaged, decorated with 
geometric motifs; the shank, very short, is decorated with several grooves marking the junction with the 
bowl; the shank end is damaged and likely had the shape of a turban. Sizes: 4.40 cm long; 0.40 cm thick; 2.30 
cm ø bowl; 1.80 cm ø shank; 2.20 cm ø shank end. Findspot: S1/2022, section through foundation CX 5, the 
item belonging to the culture layer; type Gașpar III. (Pl. 6/7).
Parallels: in Romania at: Timișoara83,Gheorgheni84, Oradea85, Deva86; in Hungary at: Eger87, Buda88, Szeged89; 
in Serbia at Petrovaradin90.

Discussion and conclusions
When examining the features of tobacco pipes in detail, we observed that, beyond their typological 

variety, red clay tobacco pipes dominated. These accounted for ten out of the twenty-eight specimens 
when both engobed and non-engobed examples were included. White clay tobacco pipes with kaolin in 
the fabric closely followed, and these were more intricately decorated compared to the red clay pipes, 
with adornments extending beyond just the shank end. The use of kaolin in the fabric was a common 
feature, appearing in glazed tobacco pipes as well, along with oxidized firing.

Another noteworthy aspect is the context of the finds. Out of the ninety-five features that could 
be attributed to the Ottoman period, only thirteen contained tobacco pipes, suggesting that they 
were relatively infrequent. Four of these exemplars were found in CX 31, which was a hut. However, 
all of them were identified in the filling of the hut and not at floor level. Based on recorded data, the 
entire excavated area suggests a general dismantling, so it’s possible that the material was disturbed 
during the demolition of the house. One more example was found in a storage pit, while the rest were 
discovered in waste pits, with a maximum of three in the same pit, but usually just one specimen. A 
pipe (Catalog No. 28) from the cultural layer was discovered near the foundation of a barracks building, 
which cut through the Ottoman habitation level.

Although the collection of clay tobacco pipes is not extensive, the catalog demonstrates that the 
finds cover a significant portion of the typological variety established to date. Chronologically, neither 
the items themselves nor the associated materials can narrow down the dating interval beyond what 
has already been mentioned: namely, the mid-16th to the first half of the 18th century, including the 
period between the Austrian conquest and the decommissioning of Palanca Mare. The exception may 
be represented by the Hungarian-type tobacco pipe (Plate 6/7), as indicated by the parallels mentioned 
in the catalog (see Catalog No. 28), which also appeared in contexts from the second half of the 18th 
century. However, based on its position within the cultural layer, it may be linked to the end of the 
settlement in this part of Palanca Mare.

As for the smokers, it is known that Palanca Mare was not intended for high-ranking individuals, 
so it can be inferred that smoking was accessible to people of modest means. The discovered exemplars 
do not appear to be luxury items, except perhaps the black clay tobacco pipe No. 11 (Plate 4/4), whose 
analogues bear inscriptions. However, this example is an exception; otherwise, the geometric and 
floral decoration stands out in the context of this collection of tobacco pipes. The publication of 

80  Gașpar 2016, 274, fig. 10/18; Craiovan 2017, 167, cat. 25, 27.
81  Kovács, Márton 2014, 244, kép. 3/9.
82  Kondorosy 2008, 361, tab. V/Sz116.
83  Tanase, Mare 2007, 161, Fig. 6/A.
84  Demjén 2018, 231, cat. 26; 234, cat. 39; 235, cat. 47; 241, cat. 82; 243, cat. 92.
85  Marta 2013, 291, Pl. XVIII/2.
86  Codrea 2022, 274-275, Pl. 40-21 / D380-393.
87  Varga 2010, 29, fig. 5/6.
88  Kondorosy 2007, 279, kép. 7, B181.
89  Kondorosy 2021a, 204, tab 10, Sz610.
90  Gačić 2010, 124, fig. 4/12.
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additional finds of clay tobacco pipes from Ottoman Timișoara and other nearby sites will allow for 
more elaborate and reliable conclusions, especially at a statistical level.
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Plate 3. Clay tobacco pipes covered in red slip (1-7).
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Plate 4. Red tulip-shaped clay tobacco pipes (1-3); black (4-5) and white (6-7) kaolin-clay pipes.
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Plate 5. Kaolin-based clay tobacco pipes: unglazed (1-6) and glazed (7).
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Plate 6. Glazed kaolin-based clay pipes (1-6); hungarian clay tobacco pipe (7).




